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Abstract Computer games stand to benefit from ‘‘cloud’’

technology by doing heavy-weight, graphics-intensive

computations at the server, sending only the visual game

frames down to a thin client, with the client sending only

the player actions upstream to the server. However, com-

puter games tend to be graphically intense with fast-paced

user actions necessitating bitrates and update frequencies

that may stress end-host networks. Understanding the

traffic characteristics of thin client games is important for

building traffic models and traffic classifiers, as well as

adequately planning network infrastructures to meet future

demand. While there have been numerous studies detailing

online game traffic and streaming video traffic, this paper

provides the first detailed study of the network character-

istic of OnLive, a commercially available thin client game

system. Carefully designed experiments measure OnLive

game traffic for several game genres, analyzing the bitrates,

packet sizes and inter-packet times for both upstream and

downstream game traffic, and analyzing frame rates for the

games. Results indicate OnLive rapidly sends large packets

downstream, similar but still significantly different than live

video. Upstream, OnLive less frequently sends much smaller

packets, significantly different than upstream traditional game

client traffic. OnLive supports only the top frame rates with

high-capacity end-host connections, but provides good frame

rates with moderate end-host connections. The results should

be a useful beginning to building effective traffic models and

traffic classifiers and for preparing end-host networks to sup-

port this upcoming generation of computer games.

Keywords Thin client � Game � OnLive � Network

performance � Frame rate

1 Introduction

The computer game industry has seen tremendous growth in

recent years, and is forecasted to be over a $100 billion

industry by 2015 [1], on par with the U.S. movie industry

revenue worldwide (DVD and film).1 Online games have also

seen considerable growth, spurred on by the growth in resi-

dential broadband Internet connections with high capacities

and low latencies that have encouraged game developers to

incorporate networked features into their products.

Thin clients, where the local computer is primarily an input

and output device and the remote computer does the majority

of the processing, have seen a resurgence in use because

today’s network capacities and latencies can support band-

width-intensive, client–server interactions. Thin clients are

expected to grow from over 12 million units shipped in 2011 to

over 25 million in 2013, and by 2014, 15 % of traditional

professional desktop PCs are projected to be replaced by

virtual desktops accessed from thin clients [1]. Using thin

clients for games has already become commercial, with

companies such as OnLive2 and GameNow3 having com-

mercial success and continuing to expand.
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In order to classify network traffic and adequately plan

network infrastructures, it is important for engineers to

have knowledge of the network load caused by emerging

end-host applications and devices. For traditional network

games, traffic from a number of popular games has been

characterized to provide suitable traffic models for testing

existing or planned network designs. There have been

numerous studies of traffic models for popular PC games

[2–6] and even game consoles [7]. There have also been

studies of traditional video, both pre-recorded [8, 9] and

live [10, 11]. However, to the best of our knowledge,

measurements of thin clients across games with compari-

sons to traditional games and streaming video have not

been done.

Using network sniffing to capture OnLive traffic, this

paper investigates the network characteristics (the size and

frequency of data sent and the overall bitrate), which we

call turbulence.4 Additional analysis is provided on the

frame rate achieved by OnLive over a variety of network

conditions. This study seeks to answer the following

questions (with a brief answer as revealed by this study

provided in parentheses):

1. What is the network turbulence for OnLive games?

Characterizing the data rates, packet sizes and inter-

packet times for OnLive games is a critical first step

for building accurate game traffic models and traffic

classifiers. (Answer: OnLive games have high down-

stream bitrates, about 5 Mb/s with 1,000 byte packets,

with much more moderate upstream bitrates, about

100 kb/s with 150 byte packets.)

2. Does the network turbulence for different game genres

(such as first-person vs. omnipresent) differ from each

other? If the answer is no, then research efforts can

study traffic on one game genre only, saving hardware

costs and time. However, previous work has shown

that different game genres have different amounts of

visual motion and scene complexity [12]. (Answer:

The characteristics of game traffic is similar for all

genres, but total bitrates for downstream and upstream

traffic can vary by as much as 50 % across genres.)

3. Does the network turbulence for OnLive games differ

from traditional games? If the answer is no, then

mature, previously developed models for online games

can be used to analyze the impact of thin client games.

(Answer: OnLive downstream traffic is more similar to

downstream live video than traditional games, while

upstream traffic is only somewhat similar to upstream

game traffic.)

4. Does the network turbulence for OnLive change with

different network conditions (such as packet loss or

capacity limits)? If the answer is no, then this suggests

OnLive is not adaptive to network conditions, making

it easier to model but with more potential to disrupt

networks, while if yes, then further studies are needed

to ascertain how, exactly, OnLive adapts to the

network. (Answer: OnLive does adapt bitrates to

capacity limits, but does not adapt bitrates to loss or

latency. OnLive is clearly not TCP-friendly in many

cases, having bitrates much higher than conformant

TCP flows under conditions of modest loss and

latency.)

5. Do OnLive frame rates change in response to network

conditions? Frame rates have been shown to have a

marked effect on player performance for games [13,

14], so understanding frame rates during network

perturbations can help predict player satisfaction with

thin client games. (Answer: OnLive frame rates adapt

to both capacity limits and loss, but not latency. Frame

rates become unacceptable at the minimum recom-

mended capacities and only provide maximum player

performance when capacities are above the recom-

mended limits.)

While the core network turbulence results appeared in

an earlier paper [15], this paper extends that work signifi-

cantly with: (1) an in-depth analysis of OnLive frame rates

in the presence of network perturbations, (2) a prediction of

player performance based on latency and frame rate, (3)

analysis of OnLive bitrates over a broad range of packet

loss and latencies, and (4) a comparison of OnLive bitrates

to TCP-friendly bitrates over the same ranges.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2

provides related work on measuring performance of thin

clients; Sect. 3 describes our measurement setup and

methodology; Sect. 4 analyzes our results in relation to the

questions posed above; and Sect. 5 summarizes our con-

clusions and presents possible future work.

2 Related work

This work overlaps and builds upon research from two

main areas: work measuring the performance of thin clients

(Sect. 2.1) and work specific to thin client games (Sect.

2.2).

2.1 Performance of thin clients

Lai and Nieh [16] use a novel, slow-motion benchmarking

technique to evaluate the performance of several thin client

platforms. Their measurements include analysis of network

4 The term ‘‘footprint’’ typically refers to the memory size of a

software process. In a network, the size and distribution of packets

over time is important, hence our word ‘‘turbulence.’’
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traffic, where bitrates can vary across platforms by ten-fold

for the same tasks. Bitrates for displaying video across thin

clients varies from about 1 Mb/s to over 40 Mb/s for some

platforms. They show general performance is often ade-

quate for high-capacity links, even when running across the

entire US. However, thin clients with more efficient

bitrates can still have latency as the bottleneck to perfor-

mance. They provide a summary of design choices that can

aid thin client computing development for traditional

applications.

Packard and Gettys [17] passively monitor network

traffic between X clients and X servers under network

capacity controlled conditions. A variety of test applica-

tions assess a shallow understanding and quantification of

performance issues. Among other findings, latency was

found to dominate capacity in limiting performance for

some applications and image transfers were found to

dominate the overall network capacity used.

Billinghurst et al. [18] describe communication asym-

metries for a wearable (and thin) display and a desktop

computer. An accompanying user study attempts to deter-

mine the effects on collaboration, showing that the extent

to which communication over a thin client is difficult lar-

gely depends upon the task being undertaken.

Kim et al. [19] describe pTHINC, a thin client solution

for PDAs that runs applications such as Web browsers on

more powerful, but remote, servers. With pTHINC, server-

side scaling of the display provides improved performance

for a variety of heterogeneous client displays. The results

show pTHINC provides superior Web browsing perfor-

mance for a PDA.

The above studies provide detailed insights into thin

client performance, but predominantly pertain to traditional

applications with no study specifically focusing on thin

clients and games.

2.2 Games on thin clients

De Winter et al. [20] propose a thin client system designed

specifically for streaming and interactive games. Their

system streams screen images after rendering by the

graphics card, thus reducing bitrates and increasing visual

quality for streaming video games.

Chen et al. [21] study the performance of OnLive by

comparing it to another cloud gaming platform called

StreamMyGame. Unlike OnLive which has a service pro-

vided by OnLive, StreamMyGame is a software solution

that is managed and operated by the researchers them-

selves, allowing for greater control of system parameters

but with perhaps less generality.

Chang et al. [22] also propose a methodology for

studying thin client game systems based on the game as

displayed on the server compared to the game as displayed

on the client, quantifying frame rate and frame distortion.

Similar to work on traditional client–server games [23], the

authors find that frame rate is more critical to gameplay

than frame distortion. The authors apply their methodology

to Ms. Pac-Man for three thin client systems, LogMeIn,

TeamViewer, and UltraVNC, and find frame-based metrics

correlate well with game performance, and that the thin

client implementations have different amounts of robust-

ness against network impairments.

Our work complements these approaches by providing

insight into the characteristics of streaming video games,

enabling better scaling decisions for the streamed images

after rendering, as well as evaluating a commercially suc-

cessful thin client technology with several representative

games.

3 Methodology

To measure the turbulence and performance of OnLive, the

following methodology was used:

• Select games to play on OnLive (Sect. 3.1)

• Setup testbed to measure network turbulence and frame

rates (Sect. 3.2)

• Run experiments, gathering network statistics and

performance data (Sect. 3.3)

• Analyze data (Sect. 4).

3.1 Game selection

In order to ascertain if turbulence for OnLive varies

with the type of game, representative games from three

different genres were selected. Following the game

classification described in [24], games were chosen from

each dominant genre: first person avatar, third person

avatar, and omnipresent. The selection of games was

limited to those available via OnLive (about 300 titles at

the time of the experiments). Games were chosen based

on perceived popularity and with similar release dates in

an attempt to provide for relatively comparable visual

graphics quality. Table 1 summarizes the games selected,

with indicated classification and year of initial release.

The first person avatar, third person avatar, and omni-

present games selected were Unreal Tournament III

Table 1 Games used in experiments

Game Classification Release year

Unreal Tournament III First person avatar 2007

Batman: Arkham Asylum Third person avatar 2009

Grand Ages: Rome Omnipresent 2009

On the performance of OnLive thin client games
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(UT), Batman: Arkham Asylum (Batman) and Grand

Ages: Rome (Rome), respectively. Screen shots of each

game are depicted in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. As a measure of

the system impact, the minimum system requirements as

specified by the game manufacturers is provided in

Table 2. The resources required for each game are

similar, with Batman having a higher memory require-

ment than the other two games and Rome requiring a

dual-core Intel processor.

3.2 Measurement testbed

Figure 4 depicts the measurement testbed setup for our

experiments.

For turbulence experiments, an OnLive MicroConsole

runs the games and is connected to an HDTV over HDMI

running at 1080p. Another PC is configured as a network

router running FreeBSD and Dummynet [25] to allow

emulation of a wide variety of network conditions at the IP

level, including fine tuning of network capacity, loss, and

latency. The PC runs tcpdump to capture traffic for analysis

of turbulence after the experiments completed. For frame

rate experiments, a desktop PC runs Win7-64 bit on a

3.01 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo, with 4GB RAM and a GeForce

9800 GT video card. The PC runs Fraps5 to record frame

rates for analysis after the experiments completed. The

WPI campus egress to the Internet is 500 Mb/s, while

switches on the campus have 100 Mb/s and 1 Gb/s

capacities.

Table 2 Recommended system requirements

Part UT Batman Rome

CPU PentD 2.66 PentD 3.0

Ath64 X2

Dual 3800?

Core 2 Duo 2.2

Ath64 X2

3600?

Grph GeForce

8800

Radeon x800

GeForce

7900

Radeon x800

GeForce

7800

Radeon x850?

Mem 1 GB 2 GB 1 GB

Sftwre DirectX v9 DirectX v9 DirectX v9

Fig. 1 Unreal Tournament III screenshot

Fig. 2 Batman: Arkham Asylum screenshot

Fig. 3 Grand Ages: Rome screenshot

Fig. 4 Measurement testbed

5 http://www.fraps.com.
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3.3 Experiments

Pilot studies captured game traces for varying lengths to

determine how long individual game sessions should run.

Based on these runs, it was determined 2.5 min provided

steady-state behavior.

3.3.1 Games

For each game, a scenario was selected to represent core

game play.

• UT: A free-for-all match on the Rising Sun map was

started with: 10 Bots, no mutators, forced respawns,

and no limit on score or time. The player then competed

for weapons, armor, and health using them to defeat the

Bots.

• Batman: A challenge mode was used where the player

started in a small square room with 3 enemies, with

more appearing continuously. The player used attack

combos to incapacitate as many enemies as possible.

• Rome: A empty map was used where the player

constructed buildings using the technology tree, with no

enemies encountered. The player built (in order): 3

insulas, 1 pig farm, 1 wheat farm, 1 aqueduct, 1 large

water fountain, 1 logging shed, 2 more insulas, 1

butcher shop, 1 farmers market, 1 grape farm, and 2

logging sheds.

The packet captures proceeded from the start until the

end of each game session, with analysis trimming each

session to 2.5 min of core gameplay (i.e., loading,

authentication, menu phases, etc. are not included—just

gameplay).

3.4 Parameters

All together, the three games were tested over conditions

with varied capacity, loss and latency:

• Game genre: UT, Batman, and Rome.

• Capacity (downstream:upstream): 1–10 Mb/s and no

restriction

• Latency (round-trip): 0–1,000 ms

• Loss (downstream): 0–18 % loss

• Iterations: 3 runs for each experiment condition, except

where noted.

Performance measures captured include network and

application statistics:

• Network: packet sizes (bytes), inter packet times

(milliseconds), bitrates (kb/s and Mb/s)

• Application: frame rates (f/s).

4 Analysis

Analysis proceeds by first exploring OnLive turbulence for

different game genres (Sect. 4.1) and with network per-

turbations (Sect. 4.2). Frame rate analysis provides OnLive

performance in addition to the network implications (Sect.

4.3). Turbulence comparisons with other applications is

next (Sect. 4.4), followed by a comparison with traditional

game traffic (Sect. 4.5). Analysis concludes with a sum-

mary (Sect. 4.6).

4.1 Turbulence

Our traces show OnLive primarily uses UDP for both

downstream and upstream game traffic. To assess network

turbulence, bitrate, packet size and inter-packet times are

analyzed.

Figure 5 depicts a comparison of the downstream bitrate

(computed every second) for OnLive for the three games

under test. In terms of bitrates, all three trials look visually

similar. Thus, in this graph, and all subsequent bitrate

graphs, only the second trial is shown. The x axis is the

measurement time in seconds, and the y axis is the bitrate

in kb/s. Each game is depicted by a separate trendline. The

top two lines are UT and Batman, while the bottom line is

Rome. The similarity in bitrates for UT and Batman (about

6.3 Mb/s) could be because of the relatively similar camera

movements they provide to the player, while Rome has

around half the bitrate (about 3.8 Mb/s), possibly because

of the different camera angles afforded by an omnipresent

game. Moreover, our gameplay in Rome had only con-

struction and not combat which could account for the dif-

ference. There is visually more variance in the bitrate in

Rome than in UT or Batman.
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Figure 6 depicts a comparison of the cumulative distri-

bution functions (CDFs) of the downstream packet sizes for

the three games. The x axis is packet size and the y axis is

the cumulative distribution. Note, for readability, only 1

out of every 1,000 points are plotted. Visually, the trend-

lines are all similar, probably due to the nature of the

encoding of the display images sent from the server to the

client. The mode, about 30 % of all packets, is 1,414 bytes,

which is smaller than the MTU of 1,500 bytes that could be

used. About 10% of the packets are 622 bytes. The other

60 % of the packets are distributed fairly uniformly

between about 100 and 1,400 bytes.

Figure 7 depicts a comparison of the inter-packet time

CDFs for the three games, also plotting 1 out of every

1,000 points for readability. The x axis here is the time

between packets, in milliseconds. In general, inter-packet

times are quite small, with a median less than half a mil-

lisecond. The maximum inter-packet times are only tens of

milliseconds. Visually, the trendlines are all similar, par-

ticularly so for UT and Batman.

Figure 8 depicts a comparison of the upstream bitrate

for OnLive for the three games, showing one trial (as for

the downstream traffic, the other trials were similar). The

x axis is the measurement time in seconds, and the y axis is

the bitrate in kb/s with trendlines as in earlier graphs.

Visually, all three games have considerable variation in

their upstream bitrates, ranging from about 50 to 150 kb/s.

UT has a slightly higher upstream bitrate than Batman or

Rome, possibly due to the fast-action nature of first person

shooter games. Note that the y axis scale in Fig. 5 is 40

times greater than the y axis scale in Fig. 8 since the

downstream to upstream bitrate ratios are about 40–1.

Figure 9 depicts a CDF of the upstream packet sizes for

the three games. Most upstream packets are small, about

100 bytes of application payload after subtracting the IP

headers. Nearly all the packets are under 250 bytes. Note,
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the x axis scale is only to 350 bytes compared to a typical

1,500 byte MTU.

Figure 10 depicts a comparison of the inter-packet time

CDFs for the three games, plotting 1 out of every 200

points for readability. The inter-packet times are still small,

most under 20 ms, but are considerably larger than the

downstream inter-packet times (the x axis scale for Fig. 10

is about 10x larger than for Fig. 7). The maximum inter-

packet times upstream are slightly over 50 ms. Visually,

the trendlines are all similar, despite the fact that the player

interactions with each game genre may be considerably

different.

Table 3 provides summary statistics (mean values) for

OnLive games, showing both upstream and downstream

turbulence. Overall, OnLive traffic is very asymmetric,

with downstream having about 509 higher bitrates, 109

more packets per second, and 69 larger packets.

4.2 Network perturbations

Given the relative similarity in turbulence for the three

games studied, despite their different genres, for sub-

sequent experiments UT is used as the representative On-

Live game. Also, graphs of packet sizes and inter-packet

times are not shown—instead the concentration is on

bitrate to depict network turbulence. Also, as a final focus,

since OnLive downstream traffic dominates that of

upstream, primarily downstream traffic is analyzed unless

noted otherwise.

As mentioned in Sect. 3, Dummynet was used to restrict

capacity on the link to the game console. Figure 11 depicts

UT bitrates for 10 and 5 Mb/s, with the unrestricted

trendline (top) from Fig. 5 for comparison. Restricting the

bitrate to 10 Mb/s (roughly, that of a residential broadband

link in the US) on the downlink yields a bitrate of about

4,200 kb/s, with a further restriction to 5 Mb/s dropping

the bitrate to just over 2,000 kb/s. There is a slight decrease

in variance with increased capacity restrictions. In both

restricted cases, the downstream bitrate is about half the

capacity restriction.

Dummynet was used to induce 1 % and 1.5 % packet

loss on the link to the game console and then also to add 40

and 70 ms of round-trip latency. Figure 12 depicts the

corresponding UT bitrate comparisons. Visually, there is

little effect on bitrate from added latency and loss, except

perhaps slightly more bitrate variance with increased loss.

Packet loss typically indicates congestion for TCP flows,

causing them to reduce their sending rates. OnLive, run-

ning over UDP, does not benefit from TCP’s automatic

response to congestion and has the potential to consume

more capacity than competing TCP flows, or worse, to

contribute to Internet congestion collapse [26]. Ideally,

high bitrate flows, such as OnLive (with 6 Mb/s or more),

are TCP-friendly with data rates that do not exceed the

maximum rates of conformant TCP flows under the same

network circumstances (i.e., same round-trip times, loss

rates and packet sizes). In general, the bitrate of a TCP flow

decreases with round-trip time and loss rate. The TCP-

friendly bitrate, T, in bytes per second, for a flow is [26]:

T � 1:5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2=3
p

� s

R� ffiffiffi

p
p ð1Þ
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Table 3 Turbulence for OnLive games (upstream and downstream,

mean values)

Game Bitrate (kb/s) Packet size (bytes) Inter-packet time (ms)

Up Down Up Down Up Down

UT 125 6,247 146 947 9.5 1.2

Batman 100 6,333 152 953 11.7 1.2

Rome 86 3,817 143 914 13.4 1.6
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with packet size s in bytes, round-trip time R in millisec-

onds and packet loss fraction p.

Figure 13 depicts the bitrate for OnLive versus loss rate

(top) and added round-trip latency (bottom), with the TCP-

friendly rate trendline shown for each graph. The loss rate

is 0.01 % in the latency graph and the latency is 50 ms (the

round-trip time to the OnLive server) in the loss graph.

From the graphs, OnLive is clearly not TCP-friendly for

loss rates of 1 % or higher or for latencies of 40 ms or

higher. Worse, OnLive’s bitrates are completely unre-

sponsive to packet loss, with OnLive flows with loss rates

as high as 20 % having the same offered bitrate as loss

rates of 0 %—the bitrate shown at 20 % loss in Fig. 13-

bottom is 20 % less than the bitrate at 0 % loss simply

because 20 % of the packets are dropped.

Since OnLive and other thin client game systems pro-

vide a new paradigm for network gaming, it is worth

considering the TCP-friendliness of games played on tra-

ditional ‘‘fat’’ clients. Our earlier work [27] measures the

network traffic of traditional UT over a range of loss and

latency conditions. Bitrates are found to be unresponsive to

both latency and loss, suggesting, as for OnLive UT, that

traditional UT is not TCP-friendly at high levels of loss and

latency. Given the relatively low fixed bitrate of 67 kb/s for

a single, traditional UT client, traditional UT only becomes

non-TCP-friendly for loss rates higher than about 25 % or

latencies higher than about 2,000 ms.

4.3 Frame rate

Analysis of game frame rates provides insights into the

effects of network perturbations on player performance. To

broadly assess the impact of capacity on OnLive frame

rates, a 3-min, 20-s game of UT was played. Capacity was

initially restricted to 10 Mb/s and was decreased by 1 Mb/s

every 10 s. Once at 1 Mb/s, the capacity was increased by

1 Mb/s every 10 s until it reached 10 Mb/s. As described in

Sect. 3.2, Fraps was used to record frame rates.

Figure 14 depicts the results. The y axis is the frame

rate, the bottom x axis is time in seconds since the exper-

iment started, and the top x axis indicates the correspond-

ing capacity in Mb/s at that time. In the figure, the first

observable change in the frame rate is around 40 s (6 Mb/

s), with a rapid decrease in frame rate thereafter. The flat

‘‘steps’’ that are about 5–10 s long, as observed in the trend

line, suggest 10 s is enough time for the OnLive system to

respond to decreased network capacities. There is an rise in

frame rate at about 80 s (2 Mb/s), even though the capacity

has not increased but rather is still decreasing. Visually, the

frame rate pattern to the left of 100 s, when capacities are

decreasing, is different than the frame rate pattern to the

right of 100 s, when capacities are increasing. This may

arise from the ability of systems to more easily observe

decreased capacity (observable by data loss), than to

observe increased capacity which does not have a corre-

sponding signal.

Instead of changing capacity mid-game, 1 min games

were run with fixed capacity constraints ranging between
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1 Mb/s and 10 Mb/s. Figure 15 shows the results, with

each point representing the average frame rate at a specific

capacity, shown with 95 % confidence intervals. Generally,

capacities between 2 and 6 Mb/s provide 25–30 f/s. There

is a linear increase in frame rate from 1 to 2 Mb/s, and a

roughly linear increase in frame rate from 6 to 9 Mb/s.

However, the larger confidence intervals in this range

suggest OnLive is adjusting the target frame rate fre-

quently. At 9 Mb/s or greater, the average frame rate is

near the 60 f/s maximum.

The mean frame rate may be indicative of performance,

but the distribution of frame rates provides a more nuanced

view. OnLive lists 2 Mb/s as the minimum downstream

Internet capacity and 5 Mb/s as the recommended down-

stream Internet capacity6. Figure 16 depicts the distribu-

tions of bitrates for different capacity constraints. The

distributions in Fig. 16-top are above the recommended

capacity, distributions in Fig. 16-middle are between the

minimum and recommended capacities, and distributions
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6 https://support.onlive.com/entries/22264983-computer-and-inter

net-requirements-for-pc-mac.
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in Fig. 16-bottom are below the minimum capacity. For all

graphs, the x axes are the frame rates achieved and the

vertical axes are the cumulative distributions.

When capacities are 7 Mb/s or higher, most of the time

OnLive achieves frame rates near 60 f/s. Capacities of

9 Mb/s or 10 Mb/s always have at least 50 f/s, while

capacities 7 Mb/s and 8 Mb/s have frame rates between 20

and 50 f/s about 20 % of the time. For capacities in the

range 3–6 Mb/s, OnLive consistently achieves frame rates

between 20 and 30 f/s, with a median around 25 f/s. At

2 Mb/s, the minimum according to OnLive, the median

frame rate drops to about 15 f/s and frame rates are never

above 25 f/s. Below 2 Mb/s, capacities of 1.75 and

1.50 Mb/s achieve frame rates mostly between 10 and 15

f/s, with only about 10 % of the frame rates above this

range and about 10 % of the frame rates below 5 f/s. For

capacities of 1.00 Mb/s and 1.25 Mb/s, median frame rates

are below 3 f/s, and only about 10 % of the frame rates are

above 7 f/s.

Frame rates affect the smoothness of the visual display

and also the responsiveness of the game for players. Thus,

understanding the effects that capacity constraints and

other network perturbations have on game players is crit-

ical to ascertaining the efficacy of thin client gaming.

Although a user study measuring the effects of OnLive

frame rate on player performance is beyond the scope of

this paper, predictions can be made based on previous

work. Claypool and Claypool [13] conducted several

detailed user studies that measured the effects of frame rate

on performance for UT 2003 played on traditional ‘‘fat’’

clients. Player performance peaked at about 60 f/s and

degraded with a decrease in frame rate until it bottomed out

at 3 f/s. Based on this data, assuming the ‘‘best’’ player

performance occurs at 60? f/s (normalized to 1), then a

model of performance p based on frame rate x in frames/

second is derived in Eq. 2. Figure 17 depicts Eq. 2, with

the x axis the frame rate and the y axis the normalized

performance (1 is ‘‘best’’ and 0 is ‘‘worst’’).

pðxÞ ¼ 0:30� lnðxÞ � 0:25 ð2Þ

While capacity constraints have also been observed to

degrade the visual quality of OnLive, our previous work

[14, 23] has shown that scaling the visual quality of

games, while noticeable and important to players, has

little effect on player performance. Since OnLive has

been observed to adapt bitrates to the network capacity

(see Fig. 11), the loss rates remain similar (negligible)

given a fixed capacity.

Whereas Eq. 2 provides a prediction of performance for

a given frame rate, predicting performance for a given

capacity constraint may help inform network choices, such

as the amount of capacity to purchase from an ISP pro-

vider. Using the median frame rate for each capacity

constraint as the input for Eq. 2 and fitting a curve to the

result gives performance p (between 0 and 1) with bitrate

constraint c in Mb/s in Eq. 3.

pðcÞ ¼ 0:37� lnðcÞ þ 0:2 ð3Þ

Figure 18 depicts Eq. 3, with the x axis the capacity

constraint and the y axis the normalized predicted perfor-

mance (1 is ‘‘best’’ and 0 is ‘‘worst’’). Players that tolerate

no more than a 10 % degradation in performance need a

capacity of 7 Mb/s or higher. Playing OnLive at the rec-

ommended 5 Mb/s results in player performance degrada-

tion of about 20 %, while playing OnLive at the minimum

of 2 Mb/s results in about 50 % degradation.
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To broadly assess the impact of packet loss on OnLive

frame rates, a 3-min, 20-s game of UT was played. The

packet loss rate was initially set to 0 % and was increased

by 2 % every 10 s. Once at 18 %, the loss rate was then

decreased every 10 s until it reached 0 %. The capacity

constraint remained at 10 Mb/s throughout the test.

Figure 19 depicts the results. The y axis is the frame

rate, the bottom x axis is time in seconds since the exper-

iment started, and the top x axis indicates the correspond-

ing loss rate in percent at that time. Up until about 4 %

loss, OnLive tries to maintain a frame rate near 60 f/s, but

there is a noticeable drop at about 6 % loss where the frame

rate drops to about 30 f/s. There is a slow degradation in

frame rate until about 18 %, where the frame rate is below

20 f/s. The decreasing loss rate at time 120 s results in a

slightly increasing frame rate. Note, however, even when

the loss rate is above 4% at the end of the run, the frame

rate does not recover to the 50? f/s seen in the beginning.

This behavior suggests OnLive is conservative in increas-

ing target frame rates until it can be certain the network

conditions can support it.

Instead of changing loss rate mid-game, 1-minute games

were run with fixed loss rates between 0 and 18 %. Fig-

ure 20 shows the results, with each point the average frame

rate at that loss rate, with a 95 % confidence interval. Only

at 0 % loss does OnLive achieve nearly 60 f/s. OnLive at

loss rates between 2 and 18% has frame rates of about 35

f/s to under 20 f/s.

4.4 Application comparison

In order to compare OnLive downstream traffic to video,

YouTube was selected as a representative candidate of pre-

recorded streaming video. YouTube is probably the most

popular video streaming service on the Internet with over 6

billion hours of video watched each month [28]. Aside

from its popularity, YouTube has the technical capabilities

to allow videos to be uploaded and viewed in high-defi-

nition 1080p (1,920 9 1,080 pixels) resolution.

Skype was selected as a representative candidate for live

streaming video. Skype’s core functionality provides Voice

over IP (VoIP) services, but Skype also provides video

conferencing for camera-enabled computers. Skype is a

one of the most popular VoIP applications, with 663 mil-

lion registered users as of the end of 2010 [29]. Skype uses

VP8 for video encoding [30], allowing high-definition

720p (1,280 9 720 pixels) resolution.

The PC in Sect. 3.2 runs Skype and YouTube for

measuring streaming application performance, and Fraps to

record application frame rates. The Skype application

connects to a MacBook for two-way conferencing.

For the Skype testing, all non-essential applications

were closed before the Skype video call was made. One

participant was on the MacBook and the other on the PC. A

short pause was given to establish the call, then the session

was set to full screen mode before starting Fraps and the

packet capture.
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For YouTube testing, a video7 of an omnipresent game,

a two-player session of StarCraft 2, was chosen for the

YouTube tests. The video could not start automatically at

1080p in fullscreen. So, using Google Chrome, the You-

Tube link was pasted into the URL bar at the same time the

packet capture was started, and as the YouTube video came

up in the browser, it was changed to full screen mode and

then to 1080p.

Studies were conducted with YouTube and Skype over a

range of network conditions, with the downstream bitrates

analyzed. Figure 21 depicts a comparison of the bitrates for

YouTube, UT and Skype. The x axis is the time in seconds

and the y axis is the measured bitrate for each flow, cal-

culated every 0.5 seconds. Each application is shown with

a different trendline.

YouTube videos are pre-recorded, so unlike in OnLive

or Skype, YouTube can potentially download as fast as the

available capacity will allow. In fact, YouTube finishes the

video download in about 90 seconds, so the x axis is scaled

shorter than for previous bitrate graphs. YouTube uses

TCP, allowing the bitrate to expand to fill available

capacity, while also having more variation due to conges-

tion and flow control mechanisms built into the protocol.

Skype has a significantly lower bitrate than OnLive,

only about 2,200 kb/s compared with about 6,200 for

OnLive. The bitrate ratio of OnLive to Skype, about 2.8–1,

is on par with the ratio of their screen resolutions (1080p

vs. 720p), about 2.25–1. Visually, the variances in bitrates

for Skype and OnLive are similar.

4.5 Traditional game comparison

In order to better understand what OnLive turbulence

means to online games, this section briefly compares the

results above with previously published results on turbu-

lence in traditional (i.e., non-thin client) network games.

Warcraft is chosen for a third-person, omnipresent

game, Madden NFL for a third-person, avatar game and

Unreal Tournament (on the PC) for a first-person, avatar

game, with complete published analysis available in

Sheldon et al. [31], Nichols and Claypool [32], and Beig-

beder et al. [27] respectively.

A complete comparison for all cases, upstream and

downstream, using bitrate, packet size and inter-packet

times is difficult, and, moreover, such analysis would likely

not be informative because of the sheer number of details.

Instead, median values are summarized for bitrate, packet

size, and inter-packet times. While previous analysis of the

selected games only provides a summation of downstream

and upstream turbulence, traditional network games are

relatively symmetric downstream/upstream, anyway. For

traditional network games, general gameplay is used, as in

our OnLive experiments, and not specific, isolated player

actions nor other aspects of online gaming (e.g., login and

server selection).

Table 4 provides a comparison of network turbulence

for thin client games (OnLive), compared with traditional

client games. The thin client games are shown with

upstream and downstream values separated, while the tra-

ditional client games are shown with upstream and down-

stream values combined since separate data are not readily

available. Downstream, thin client games have much

greater turbulence across all genres, with about 100–700

times greater bitrates, 15–20 times larger packets, and

60–200 times more frequent packets. This is perhaps

expected given that traditional game clients receive game

object updates while thin game clients receive game

frames. However, even upstream, thin client games have

significantly greater turbulence, with 2–15 times greater

bitrates, 2 times larger packets, and 5–20 times more fre-

quent packets. Thus, any switch to thin client games from

traditional client games must take into account a significant

change in the network traffic both downstream and

upstream.

4.6 Summary comparison

A final summary seeks to put OnLive turbulence in the

context of other streaming applications. As before, the

focus is on downstream traffic which is often the bottleneck

for many applications. Given the similarity in packet sizes

and some similarity in bitrates, UT is chosen as the rep-

resentative game for comparison. Second Life is selected as

a representation of a multiplayer virtual environment

(MVE), with complete published analysis from Kinicki and

Claypool [33]. A main difference between a MVE and a

traditional online game is in an MVE, users can provide

custom content (e.g., avatar skins) to the game

environment.

Table 5 presents a comparison of the relevant data.

Traditional network games have relatively low amounts of

turbulence, considering bitrates, packet sizes, and inter-

Table 4 Turbulence for Network games (medians, thin: upstream

downstream, trad.: upstream ? downstream)

Game Bitrate

(kb/s)

Pkt size

(bytes)

Inter-Pkt

(ms)

Trad. Omnipresent 5 49 200

Thin Omnipresent 84 3,756 130 970 9.0 1.0

Trad. Third person 14 77 75

Thin Third person 97 6,339 146 1,242 8.6 0.7

Trad. First person 67 75 45

Thin First person 124 6,247 130 1,203 8.0 0.7

7 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NTeyF6wQUs.
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packet times. Virtual environments have an order of

magnitude more turbulence, reflecting the flexible,

dynamic nature of the player interactions. Live video has

still three times more turbulence than virtual environments,

owning to the frequent updates required to display video in

realtime. While pre-recorded video has flexible data rates

since there are fewer time constraints on clients watching

the video, pre-recorded video generally expands to fill

available capacity. Thin client games appear most similar

in turbulence to live video, requiring frequent transmission

of large packets to maintain a smooth frame rate depicting

the game. This large turbulence, coupled with the real-time

nature of online games, suggests meeting the quality of

service requirements of thin client games is a challenge in

terms of network planning similar to high-quality video

conferencing.

5 Conclusions

The growth in connectivity and capacity of networks pre-

sents the opportunity for thin clients, clients that primarily

handle input and output and not computation, to be used for

computer games. Understanding the network traffic char-

acteristics, the network turbulence, is an important com-

ponent for designing systems to support this new kind of

traffic. Moreover, analyzing the frame rates of thin client

under different network conditions can help determine

appropriate network conditions to provide for acceptable

player performance.

This paper provides a detailed study of the network

turbulence of a prominent, commercial thin client game

system—OnLive. Carefully designed experiments allow

for comparison of network turbulence across game genres

and streaming video applications and a range of network

conditions. Frame rate analysis provides insights into the

quality of experience over the network conditions, with

predictions of player performance over network capacity

constraints. Leveraging previous research allows compar-

ison with traditional network game turbulence.

Analysis shows OnLive traffic has downstream turbu-

lence most similar to high-definition, live video, with large,

frequent packets and high bitrates. OnLive upstream traffic

has far less turbulence than downstream traffic, but still

significantly higher bitrates and packet rates than tradi-

tional upstream game traffic. OnLive turbulence does not

respond to network perturbations much, but does adapt to

changes in downstream capacity and in the frame rates

provided to players when there is packet loss. Under even

moderate conditions of loss and latency, OnLive does not

respond to signals of congestion, using significantly more

capacity than TCP. To avoid frame rate degradation

impacting play, players need capacities of 7 Mb/s or

higher. Playing OnLive even at the recommended 5 Mb/s

results in about a 20 % degradation in player performance,

and the minimum of 2 Mb/s results in about a 50 % deg-

radation in player performance.

Future work can include testing additional games, pos-

sibly expanding the selection in the genres chosen or

selecting other genres. Additional work could measure and

analyze OnLive performance under other network loss

conditions, such as packet loss over wireless networks.

Other thin client game systems can be evaluated, such as

GameNow. Research to classify and then potentially treat

thin client traffic can build directly upon the results and

analysis presented in this paper, with impacts assessed for

actual thin client traffic. While this paper includes predic-

tions of the effects of frame rate on player performance in

OnLive based on past measurements of traditional clients,

future work might include detailed user studies measuring

the effects of frame rate on player performance in OnLive.

The measurement data gathered in our experiments can be

used to build thin client game traffic models. For this and

other purposes, such as trace driven simulations, the traces

from our experiments are available at: http://perform.wpi.

edu/downloads/#onlive.
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